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Our Mission…

“To attain 85% of optimal* mobilisation milestones* in
all eligible* SICU patients within 6 months”
Who is eligible?
1. Premorbid – Ambulating independently
2. Day 2 of ICU stay and above,
3. Has stable HR (<120) and BP trend (MAP >60110) for past 12 hours
4. Respiratory system:
Ventilated - PEEP < 10 & FIO2 < 60%
Non-ventilated - FiO2 <60% & RR < 25
5. CNS : RASS +1 to –1
6. Muscle power at least 4/5
7. No surgical contraindications
8. Pain score < 6/10

And our top 3 barriers goes to…

What are mobilisation milestones?
1.Sit over edge of bed
2. Sit to stand
3. Sit out of Bed
4. March on Spot
5. Ambulation
What is considered optimal?
> 3 out of 5 milestones

The Team…

Our implementation for change…

This is what
our algorithm
looks like!

Evidence for a problem worth solving…

Plan-Do- Check-Act (PDCA) strategy
was implemented in 3 cycles to
address identified barriers. Our
outcome of interest was the
percentage of eligible mobility
sessions which were optimised, ICU
LOS, and the number of related
adverse events.

Locally, this has also been
shown to decreased the ICU
length of stay in the hospital!

Our results showed..

There are numerous international studies
that demonstrated improved outcomes
with early mobilisation.

How were we doing before this?
However, only an
average of 44% of
all eligible patients
were being
mobilised

Did you know...an
average of 30
patient
sessions/week are
eligible for optimal
mobility?

Pre-PDCA implementation,
only 44% of all eligible
mobility sessions were
optimised. Post
implementation, eligible
patients were consistently
optimised above target
with zero adverse events.

What was our workflow like?
What was our impact, exactly?

What were our challenges and lessons?
What were our barriers to change?

Our challenges during this project included the lack of proper timing of reviewing patients’ mobility
status together as a team, instructions that were unclear on whether a patient could be optimally
mobilised, and changing the mindset of the ICU team that patients should not be left lying in bed on
the day of transfer to the general ward.
More importantly, we learnt that it is crucial to consider both experienced and inexperienced staff in
the workflow as a contributor as everyone would be able to provide a different perspective to the
barriers and enablers of this project and at the heart of it all, to place the patient as the focal point of
this initiative.

Engineering sustainability…

Drop me an email at siu.kylie.kf@ktph.com.sg if you enjoyed this poster!i

